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Level 1 Sweat Lodge

L to R: Dan (Staff), Jonah B, Lane N, Gavin K, Brady G, Jonathon L,
Noah P, Sean G, Eric M, Chuck K, Trey P, Jackson R
Bottom: Ather (Staff)

By: Noah P
I learned a lot on the level one
retreat. We were
lucky to have a
very caring group
of guys and staff on
this trip. The biggest part of this
trip was the sweat
lodge. Everyone
was very vulnerable and made me
feel safe to share.
Some of the things
I shared in the
sweat lodge I never thought I would share. Some
of the things that I shared really
put a lot of stress on me. It felt
really good to get those things
off my chest and knowing that
nobody would judge me. There
were a few things that I was not
able to share in the sweat lodge
because I was extremely nervous about what people would
think. I was able to bring myself

to Dan and
just let everything out. It was very hard for
me to get the words out of my
mouth but I eventually did and
after I felt so much better. I
don’t think I could have shared
what I did in any other setting.
Being in the middle of the
woods made me feel very safe
and relaxed. We also had a lot
of time to just have fun and
chill. On one the days we went

on an 8 mile hike up to the
top of a mountain and then
back down the other side.
Everyone struggled getting
up the mountain but everyone was there to keep pushing everyone and supporting
them. Once we got to the
top we took a break to eat
lunch and to take in the view.
One of my favorite
things we did was fishing. I used to fish with
my dad at home and it
brought back a lot of
memories. It was so nice
to be able to relax, eat
s’mores, fish, and play
games. I learned a lot
about myself on this trip
and had a very good
time.
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By: Connor C
On Friday, August 3rd, ten of
my fellow students and I set
out to Pinetop, Arizona to
spend a weekend at the cabin
for the Level 3 Retreat. We
were taken by the Clinical Director, Sarah, and a Life
Coach, Ather. Out of all the
level retreats I’ve been on, this
one is by far my favorite. The
previous level trips involve a
bunch of fun activities and relaxing which was super fun.
This one did as well, but we
did so much hard emotional
work on ourselves, and for
me, that was so much more
important than hanging out
and having fun. I discovered
so much about myself and
allowed my peers to help me
with my problems. I had always
known these things about myself
in the back of my head and allowed them to sit with me and
refused to work through them. I
tell myself all these negative
things about myself that aren’t
true and let those override the
positives. I learned to actually
have some self-love this weekend. I never thought that I’d be
sitting in a room with a bunch of
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Level 3 Retreat

Top L to R: Sarah O, Andrew S, Nate T, Brady G, Zack B, Henry F
Middle L to R: Connor C, Ian L
Bottom L to R: Elliott H, Justin S, Nathan A, John E

other teenage boys talking about
our feelings. Both Sarah and
Ather, as well as the other students, provided an emotionally
safe environment for me to get
vulnerable about the dark things
in my life and figure out who I
really am. The down time on this
trip was spent watching chick
flics’, eating ice cream, playing
basketball, and so much more.
We ate out at an amazing Mexican place where the burritos
were at least 2 feet
long! We even got to
see the new Winnie
the Pooh movie. This
weekend changed my
life for the better, and
I am so appreciative
that I got to be a part
of it. I created closer
bonds with my brothers and learned a lot
about their lives too. I
did a lot of groundbreaking work on my-

self which was super beneficial
but hearing the stories of my
peers and what they had to say
was so
impactful.
Once I
learned to
stop judging myself,
I also
learned to
stop judging other
people and
treat others with
more
compassion. I gained so many
valuable takeaways from this
weekend that are going to stay
with me for the rest of my life. I
had some real sober fun with my
brothers this weekend. This place
has changed my life for the better
and I am grateful beyond words
can say for this opportunity.
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headed back to the rental to get
were headed back to the house and
some sleep for Friday.
ended the night with a great movie.
It was Wednesday morning and all Friday came and once again we
Saturday we all got to catch up on
the kids on the FOTS trip were
were woken up by the great smell sleep due to that the workshop we
packed up and ready to go. We
of bacon. After breakfast, we all
were attending didn’t start
until
loaded up around 10:00 A.M. and
packed our lunches and loaded in
12. Today was the 11th
headed to the airport. On the way the van to head to the convention. step workshop,
we were all surprised with an amaz- We got there a little early, so we
and
ing burger. Fast forward a couple
all walked around and fellowthis is
hours- Kyle, Ian, Billy, and I were all shipped with other AA
the one I and
playing board games waiting to
members and met
many others were
board the plane. They called our
many amazing
most excited to hear. We got
flight, and we were ready to go.
to the workshop, and just like we
When we landed in Colorado, the
people
all expected, it was great. The
weather was outstanding,
that really touched workshop was followed by the last
and the rental
Ian, Gordon and me. speaker meeting of the weekend.
house
The workshop and speaker
They started it off by counting
was
meetings were both very good, but down from 50 years to 24 hours of
amazing. We
it wasn’t the end of the day. We all sobriety, and it was crazy to see
settled in, watched a
gathered up and headed to karaohow many newcomers and how
movie, and all went to bed
ke and ice cream. We were all a
many oldies there were. After the
knowing that tomorrow was going bit nervous to go up there and sing meeting ended we headed to the
to be packed with activities.
so Ian broke the ice and put on a
dance party. Unlike the karaoke, it
Thursday morning, we woke up to hilarious performance for all of us
was pretty lame, but it still ended
Jack J cooking us an amazing break- and the other people at the conthe amazing weekend with some
fast before the conference. When
vention that were there. After a
laughter and fun.
we arrived, we were immediately
couple hours of ice cream, laughgreeted and headed to the auditori- ing, singing, and socializing we
um for the first workshop of the
weekend. After the workshop, we
had about 5 hours until the giant
speaker meeting, so we headed
down to Fun Land which had bumper carts, go karts, and many other
fun activities we could occupy ourselves with. Many hours and lots of
fun later we were headed to the
speaker meeting, and this is where
the experience began. We all sat
down waiting for the speaker to
start and began fellowshipping with
many people in the auditorium and
gained lots of insight and knowledge
about the A.A. community. After
Top L to R: Gavin K, Connor C, Billy (Staff), Brady G, Gordon S, Ian L,
the speaker, we fellowshipped for
Nick M, Sean G; Bottom L to R: Jack S, Jack J, Max C, Kyle R, Ben S
about 10 more minutes and then
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prominent in Buddhism, and I thought
it would be a perfect way to help spread mindfulness within a campus that gears
towards many clients with attention issues. The rock cairns represent the solid foundation and
carefully maintained balance that
are necessary for establishing a
sound A.A. program. The students were surprisingly enthusiastic and were immensely helpful
in the construction of every aspect of the project. The funds
were raised through donations
and any left over money will
soon be in the hands of a nonprofit that aids low income families whose children suffer from
the disease of addiction. I am extremely appreciative of the ranch
for allowing me to pursue this
goal, and I would not have had
the motivation to do so had I not

Eagle Scout Project
By: William A
I’m William, a current ranch
student and an aspiring Eagle
Scout (the highest rank of Boy
Scouts). During the first weekend of September, my family
members and a group of students came together in a collaborative effort to construct a
meditation center that built off
of the existing pond on the
IBRA campus. The project goal
was to create a place for students who struggle with stagnant meditation to come and
actively explore their inner
selves. We constructed a
swinging bench that sat inside a
walking infinity path, accompanied by a rock cairn garden.
Walking meditation is very

been supported by a strong
group of friends, so thank you to
all the students of IBRA!
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Thank you to all who contributed to this
publication.
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